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Why Use an IRA (or even better Roth IRA)?

EXAMPLE PERSONAL
▪ Bought $10K Bitcoin 

2017
▪ Sold for $470,988 in 

2021
▪ Gain of $460,988

▪ Personal Tax
▪ Assume 5% 

state, then 20% 
long-term cap 
gain

▪ Tax $115K
▪ Keep $345k



Mmmmm, Roth IRA is Better
$460,988 Gain



Crypto IRA 

- Crypto IRA with 
Gemini Exchange 
Account to trade

- Easy Buy & Hold

- Low trade fee of ½% 
(50 bps) all inclusive. 

- $295 annual fee.

- No LLC fee required, 
or LLC institutional 
account required. 
Saves initial time and 
money. 

IRA/LLC for Active 
Trading

- Self-Directed IRA with IRA 
owned LLC

- Trading benefits for 
frequent traders who 
want lower fees and more 
crypto options than 
crypto IRA with Gemini 
Exchange. 

- Requires LLC ($800 plus 
state filing fees). 

- $295 SDIRA Annual fee. 

- Requires institutional 
account, we have 
expedited service and 
relationship with Kraken 
for our IRA/LLCs but can 
use whoever you’d like. 

- Can also stake with 
Kraken.

IRA/LLC for DEFI & 
Staking

- IRA/LLC required 
(SDIRA with LLC). 

- Requires institutional 
account (can use 
Kraken) that on-ramps 
the fiat to get crypto. 

- Then use crypto from 
LLC wallet/account 
with exchange to go off 
exchange. 

- Can then stake 
wherever or be off 
exchange holding keys, 
need to have 
impeccable records in 
the event of audit. 







Crypto IRA/LLC Structure
Option w/ Kraken

Fees
-$800 plus state filing fees for 
set-up IRA/LLC
-Use SDIRA and not Crypto 
IRA
- SDIRA $50 account 
establishment, $295 annual 
fee, $50 funding of IRA/LLC.

Kraken 
Wallet/Exchange 
Option
- Direct contact to 

Kraken for IRA/LLC 
and solok accounts. 

- Can trade, stake, and 
go off exchange. 

- De-Fi crypto investing



IRA/LLC for DEFI & 
Staking

- IRA/LLC required 
(SDIRA with LLC). 

- Requires institutional 
account (can use 
Kraken) that on-ramps 
the fiat to get crypto. 

- Then use crypto from 
LLC wallet/account 
with exchange to go off 
exchange. 

- Can then stake 
wherever or be off 
exchange holding keys, 
need to have 
impeccable records in 
the event of audit. 



MINING

COMPANY

, LLC 

(State?)

C-Corp

100%

Coin Base 

Wallet

Nice Hash Wallet

Self-Directed

Roth

www.directedIRA.com

HOLDING

COMPANY,

LLC

(State?)

SMLLC

NO TAX

On Appreciation 

& Trading

EVER!!!

”Blocker Corp”

C- Corp Tax

Crypto

Mine

1120

All reported on 

C-Corp Return

1800% less chance of audit

Write-off

Equipment, internet, 

computers, power,

3rd Party providers,

etc..

Only pay 20%

on Net-Profit of ‘Mining 

Company, LLC’ AND

in the State where the Rig is 

located.

- Eliminate SE Tax

- Eliminate Federal personal Tax

- Eliminate State personal Tax

- Eliminate Obamacare (ACA) 

- Eliminate ST or LT Cap Gains

- Reduce Audit Risk

CRYPTO MINING IN A ROTH!!



Open an account at Directed IRA

and use promo code for 

$50 off your first-year account fees. 


